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Company introduction

    Henan Shangfa Valve Co., Ltd, integrating 
science, industry and trade, is a modern 
enterprise specialized in manufacturing valves 
and related products for 30 years. We insist 
on making unremitting efforts in R&D of 
high-tech products and pay more attention to 
technological innovation. Our aim is leading 
the whole industry in technology and supply 
first class quality, high cost performance 
products and service. Our products have 
gained widespread praises from domestic and foreign served customers.
   The factory passed TS, ECM, ISO9001, ISO14001, OHSAS18001 authentication. 
We sincerely welcome your visit and cooperation.  
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Products introduction

        Our products are made in different standards and mainly used in water, iron-making, chemical and petroleum 
industries, covering:
     Blast furnace metallurgical valve series: blind plate valve/goggle valve, pressure regulating valve unit, sluice valve, 
fully enclosed gate valve,  fully open gate valve,ventilated dust removal butterfly valve, gas butterfly valve, hot blast 
valve, cold blast valve, snort valve, discharge valve, ash discharge ball valve, rigid impeller feeder, bleeding valve, 
exhaust gas valve, explosion relief valve;
     Blast furnace related products: mud gun, tap hole drill machine, compact stock rod, double groove rope wheel, skip, 
skip hoist, stopper, air inlet device/ blasting device, hydraulic station, pig casting machine;

 Slag system valve series: wear-resistant eccentric semi-ball valve, triple eccentric rotary 
ball valve, completely metal seated butterfly valve;
Desulfurization and denitrification flue Gas treatment system: fluorine-lined valve, ceramic 
lined valve, square flue gas flapper valve, pneumatic flashboard valve;
  Water supply and drainage valve series: metal seated butterfly valve, rubber seated 
butterfly valve, wafer butterfly valve, flanged butterfly valve, silt prevention butterfly valve, 
slow closed check valve, eccentric half-ball valve, multifunction water control valve, gate 
valve, knife gate valve, expansion joint, force transfer joint, pipe expansion joint,strainers;
  Oil production and drilling system: DEMCO series interchangeable butterfly 
vlaves, mud gate valves.
 Turnkey Project and complete set of equipment matching and Service: Intelligent lubrication 
system; Static seal ring cooler, Vertical cooling kiln,Maerz lime kiln. etc  
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Lincense and trade mark 
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ISO9001, ISO14001, ISO18001
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ECM certificates
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ECM certificates
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ECM certificates
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ECM certificates
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National patents 
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National patents
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National patents
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Export lincense
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Main products

Model: D3/6/971X-6/10/16   Suitable temperature: -20℃-200℃ 
DN: DN50-DN2000   Suitable medium: Drinking water, sewage

Rubber seated central lined butterfly valves
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Main products

BFV: NE-C/D/I/F  200/285PSI     DN: 2”-24”       
Suitable temperature: -20℃-200℃                    
Suitable medium: Oil based mud,  fracturing fluid

DEMCO interchangeable valves

Mud gate valves: 2”-5”
Pressure: 3000psi, 5000psi, 7500psi
Temperature: up to 400 ℉. 
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Main products

Model: D3/6/941X-10/16/25/40/CL150      Suitable temperature: -20℃-200℃                    
DN: 50-3000                                                Suitable medium: Drinking water, sewage

Double eccentric rubber seated flange BFV 

Design standard：ISO 10631，
Face to face length: ISO5752  
S13/S14，Connecting flange: GOST 
33259，GOST12815，
ISO 7005 PN6/10/16/25/40 
Test standard：ISO 5208

Design standard：API609，
Face to face length: API609，
Connecting flange: ANSI 
B16.5/B16.47  
Test standard：API598

Design standard：DIN3354，
Face to face length: DIN3202  F16/F4，
Connecting flange: DIN2532, DIN2533, 
DIN2501 PN6/10/16/25/40 
Test standard：DIN3230

Bi-direction, dual eccentric, zero Leakage. Internally and externally coated with fusion bonded epoxy coating, 
thickness Min. min250m or liquid epoxy painting.
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Main products

Model: D3/6/941X-10/16/25/40/CL150      Suitable temperature: -20℃-200℃                    
DN: 50-3000                                                Suitable medium: Drinking water, sewage

Double eccentric rubber seated flange BFV 

Bi-direction, dual eccentric, zero Leakage. Internally and externally coated with fusion bonded epoxy coating, 
thickness Min. min250m or liquid epoxy painting.
 

Design standard：EN593，
Face to face length: EN558  S13/S14，
Connecting flange: EN1092-1/2 
PN6/10/16/25/40  
Test standard：EN12266-1

Design standard：EN593, BS5155，
Face to face length: EN558, 
BS2080 S13/S14，Connecting 
flange: EN1092-1/2, BS4504, 
BS1560 PN6/10/16/25/40  Test 
standard：EN12266-1, BS5146

Design standard：EN593/ AS4795，
Face to face length: ISO5752/EN558  
S13/S14，
Connecting flange: AS4087/AS2129  
PN6/10/16/25/40  
Test standard：AS4795
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Main products

Model: D3/6/941X-10/16/25/40/CL150      Suitable temperature: -20℃-200℃                    
DN: 50-3000                                                Suitable medium: Drinking water, sewage

Double Eccentric rubber seated flange BFV 
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Main products

Model: D3/6/941H-10/16/25/40/CL150      Suitable temperature: -20℃-425℃                    
DN: 50-3000                                                Suitable medium: Drinking water, sewage, sandy water 

Metal seated flange butterfly valves ISO   GB    EU  GOST  DIN   IS    BS   AS                   
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Main products

Model: D3/6/941H-10/16/25/40/CL150      Suitable temperature: -20℃-425℃                    
DN: 50-3000                                                Suitable medium: Drinking water, sewage, sandy water 

Structure:                     
Double/Triple eccentric 

Seat:                    
replaceable/welded  

Sealing:                                        
SS+SS,                             
complete SS+SS, 
SS+multi-layer SS,                           
ball face SS+ball face SS, 

Connection:                      
Flange type                     
welded type                     

Metal seated flange butterfly valves 
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Main products

Hydraulic blind plate valve / Goggle valve

Model: F743CX-2.5   
DN: DN50-DN2000   
PN: 0.05-0.25Mpa
Suitable temperature: 120℃, 200℃, 300℃
Suitable medium: gas and Toxic, harmful, flammable gases

  Features:
   ◆ Rubber sealing ring embedded on valve plate
   ◆ High temperature resistance
   ◆ Perfect sealing performance 
   ◆ Convenient replacement 
   ◆ Long service life。

Operation methods:
◆ Manual 
◆Worm gear 
◆Hydraulic 
◆Electric 
◆Electric push rod
◆Automatic 
◆Electro-hydraulic 



Main products

Electric blind plate valve / Goggle valve

Model: F943CX-2.5                           Suitable temperature: 120℃, 200℃, 300℃
DN: DN300-DN2000                         Suitable medium: gas and Toxic, harmful, flammable gases
PN: 0.05-0.25Mpa

◆ Normally 
can be 
manually 
operated. 
◆ can be 
remotely 
controlled by 
a single unit 
or by multiple 
networked 
units.
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Main products

Model: F943CX-2.5                                                                                      Model: F243CX-2.5       
DN: DN300-DN2000                                                                                   DN: DN300-DN2000             
PN: 0.05-0.25Mpa                                                                                        PN: 0.05-0.25Mpa
Suitable temperature: 120℃, 200℃, 300℃
Suitable medium: gas and Toxic, harmful, flammable gases

Electro-hydraulic blind plate valve / Goggle valveElectric blind plate valve / Goggle valve



Main products

Pneumatic blind plate valve / Goggle valve

Model: F643CX-2.5                           Suitable temperature: -20℃-120℃, 200℃, 300℃ 450℃
DN: DN50-DN1000                           Suitable medium: gas and Toxic, harmful, flammable gases
PN: 0.05-0.25Mpa



Main products

Pneumatic blind plate valve / Goggle valve

Model: F643CX-2.5                           Suitable temperature: -20℃-120℃, 200℃, 300℃ 
DN: DN50-DN1000                           Suitable medium: gas and Toxic, harmful, flammable gases
PN: 0.05-0.25Mpa



   

Main products

Manual sector blind plate valve / Goggle valve

Model: F43X-2.5 F43AX-0.5 1.5 2.5 2.5 (short)             Model: F43CX-0.5 1.5 2.5 (long)
DN: DN50-DN1400                            Suitable temperature: 120℃, 200℃, 300℃
PN: 0.05-0.25Mpa                               Suitable medium: gas and Toxic, harmful, flammable gases



Main products 

Model: F343CX-2.5                                  Suitable temperature: 120℃, 200℃, 300℃
DN: DN200-DN2000                                Suitable medium: gas and Toxic, harmful, flammable gases
PN: 0.05-0.25Mpa

Worm gear operated fan blind plate valve / Goggle valve
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Main products 

Open type flashboard valve / Goggle valve

Model: KF2/6/7/941X H-0.2/1.0/1.5/2.5            Suitable temperature: -20℃-120℃, 200℃, 300℃ 450℃
DN: DN400-DN2800                                          Suitable medium: gas and Toxic, harmful, flammable gases
PN: 0.05-0.25Mpa

Features: 
 ◆ open design frame structure, light weight, easy 
maintenance (not affect normal operation of valve). 
 ◆Valve movement process and switching state is 
intuitively good. Open and close status after operation 
is very convenient to check .
 ◆SS+rubber, reliable sealing, long service life.
 ◆Spring clamping mechanism has good synchronicity.
 ◆Sealing ring installed on the valve plate for easy 
replacement.
 ◆Water cooling mechanism, temperature to 450℃，  
suitable for dry dedusting system.
 ◆Adopting more driving methods, hydraulic and 
electric driving can achieve computer program control.



  ◆ Open type electric gate valve adopts floating valve plate. 
The compression mechanism adopts gear ring, gear, 
trapezoidal thread, lever screw pair and synchronous 
bidirectional compression. The advantages of synchronous 
compression of left and right trapezoidal thread rods are: 
small starting torque , good self-searching of lever screw pair, 
reliable sealing. Plate movement adopts  pin tooth drive 
mechanism: ash not easy to accumulated and can satisfy 
usage under sever working conditions of more dust and 
worse lubrication.
 ◆ Explosion-proof control cabinet to realize field control and 
remote PLC system connection control with distance  more 
than 10 meters.
 ◆ Reasonable and simple structure, easy manufacture, lower 
cost and good performance.  Enjoying  advantages of no 
blocking, no leakage, convenient repair and maintenance, 
good accuracy of discharge quantity, high working efficiency, 
long service life.

Main products 

Open type flashboard valve / Goggle valve

Model: KF941X H-0.2/1.0/1.5/2.5                      Suitable temperature: -20℃-120℃, 200℃, 300℃ 450℃
DN: DN400-DN2800                                          Suitable medium: gas and Toxic, harmful, flammable gases
PN: 0.05-0.25Mpa
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Main products 

Fully enclosed flashboard valve / Goggle valve

Model: FF2/6/7/941X H-0.2/1.0/1.5/2.5            Suitable temperature: -20℃-120℃, 200℃, 300℃ 450℃
DN: DN400-DN2800                                          Suitable medium: gas and Toxic, harmful, flammable gases
PN: 0.05-0.25Mpa

   Fully enclosed body design structure:  no leakage 
during operation, no environmental pollution,  
better strength of resisting external force of the 
pipeline, easy maintainance and inspection, safe 
personnel close operation



     The valve design adopts floating plate, clamping 
and rotation mechanism adopts multi-point 
synchronous tightening mechanism, which has the 
advantages of good sealing performance, reliable 
operation, convenient maintenance, etc.   
      The fully enclosed electric gate valve can be widely 
used in the fields of metallurgy, chemical industry, food 
and so on, which need to be discharged quantitatively 
in modern industry. 

Main products 

Fully enclosed flashboard valve / Goggle valve

Model: FF2/6/7/941X H-0.2/1.0/1.5/2.5            Suitable temperature: -20℃-120℃, 200℃, 300℃ 450℃
DN: DN400-DN2800                                          Suitable medium: gas and Toxic, harmful, flammable gases
PN: 0.05-0.25Mpa
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Electric multi-layer metal seated BFV

Main products 

Model: Dd943H-2.5(6)C                           Suitable temperature: ≤550℃
DN: DN400-DN3000                                 Suitable medium: gas,air 
PN: 0.25-0.6Mpa

Sealing options:
  ◆ ｍetal + metal 
  ◆ replaceable metal ring +metal 
  ◆ multi-layer metal and graphite ring +metal 

Operation methods:
◆ Manual 
◆Worm gear 
◆Hydraulic 
◆Electric 
◆Electro-hydraulic 



Electric multi-layer metal seated BFV

Main products 

Model: Dd943H-2.5(6)C                           Suitable temperature: ≤550℃
DN: DN400-DN3000                                 Suitable medium: gas,air 
PN: 0.25-0.6Mpa
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Main products 

Pneumatic multi-layer metal seated BFV

Model: Dd643H-2.5(6)C                                           Suitable temperature: ≤550℃
DN: DN150-DN1800                                                Suitable medium: gas
PN: 0.25-0.6Mpa

    Adopts J shape elastic seal ring and tri-eccentric multi-
layer metal seated structure. widely used industrial pipelines 
of metallurgy，power, petrochemical, water supply and 
drainage, municipal construction, etc. with medium 
temperature ≤ 550 ℃. It is used for medium regulating and 
cutoff.

Features:
◆ Small opening torque, 
flexible and convenient, 
saving energy. 
◆ 3D eccentric structure, 　
reliable sealing 
performance, no leakage. 
◆ High pressure 
resistance, corrosion 
resistance, wear 
resistance, long service 
life, etc.



Main products 

Pneumatic multi-layer tri-eccentric metal seated BFV

Model: Dd643H-2.5(6)C                                           Suitable temperature: ≤550℃
DN: DN150-DN1800                                                Suitable medium: gas
PN: 0.25-0.6Mpa
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Electro-hydraulic multi-layer metal seated BFV

Main products 

Model: Dd243H-2.5(6)C                              Suitable temperature: ≤425℃
DN: DN150-DN1800                                   Suitable medium: gas
PN: 0.25-0.6Mpa

The disc of electric multi-layer metal seated gas 
butterfly valve is mounted in the diameter direction of 
the pipe. The disc rotates around the shaft inside valve 
body in a range of 0 ° to 90 °, when the valve is rotated 
to 90 °, the valve is fully open.
Sealing options:
  ◆ ｍetal + metal 
  ◆ replaceable metal ring +metal 
  ◆ multi-layer metal and graphite ring +metal 

Operation methods:
◆ Manual 
◆Worm gear 
◆Hydraulic 
◆Electric 
◆Electro-hydraulic 
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Pneumatic ash discharge ball valve 
Main products 

Model: XHQ3/6/7/947F-2.5/6             Suitable temperature: ≤350℃
DN: DN200-DN600                              Suitable medium: coal powder, coal ash, slag, slurry, solid particles

     Ash discharge ball valve has same features of coal injection ball 
valve, is an ideal equipment for controlling dust-containing gas, 
granular containing liquid and powder. It is mainly suitable for dust 
removal and ash removal system of blast furnace. It is widely used 
in the pipeline of petroleum, chemical industry, power generation, 
papermaking, thermal power plant, etc., for cutting off or 
connecting media. Suitable media are: water, steam, oil, nitric acid, 
acetic acid, urea and other corrosive and strongly oxidizing media.
 Features:
   ◆ light switching, small volume, large size.
   ◆reliable sealing, simple structure, convenient maintenance,   
sealing surface and spherical surface often in the closed state, not 
easy to be eroded by the media. 
    ◆ adopts floating structure, the ball is precision cast piece, 
externally hard chromium plating treated, valve seat adopts metal 
or reinforced polytetrafluoroethylene material, high flow capacity, 
small flow resistance, no leakage when closed, generally used as 
open/close valves, especially for high viscosity, fiber or granular 
contained media.
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 ◆ Long service life, self-lubricating PTFE. sealing ring and valve 
ball has micro friction to effectively improve the service life.
 ◆. Small size, light weight, easy installation and maintainance. 

  

Main products Pneumatic ash discharge ball valve 

Model: XHQ3/6/7/947F-2.5/6             Suitable temperature: ≤350℃
DN: DN200-DN600                              Suitable medium: coal powder, coal ash, slag, slurry, solid particles

◆ Can be installed in any 
direction and any part of 
the pipelines. 
◆ Anti-corrosion A class 
sealing, working 
temperature of -28 ℃ to 
350 ℃ , operating mode: 
Manual, pneumatic, 
electric, hydraulic and 
electro-hydraulic, etc..
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      XHQ947 electric ash discharging ball valve is ideal 
equipment mainly suitable for dust removal system of 
blast furnace, which is characterized by the control of 
dust-containing gas, granular liquid, powder，etc. 
      Electric ash discharge ball valves are used in mining, 
refining and pipeline delivery systems of oil, natural gas, 
coal and ore; in production of chemical products, medicine 
and food; in hydropower, thermal power and nuclear 
power production systems; In the supply and drainage, 
heating, and gas supply systems of cities and industrial 
enterprises; in the drainage and irrigation systems of 
farmland; the ball valves in various piping systems cut off 
or connect the medium flow and transport medium to the 
designated places in accordance with the scheduled 
procedures  

Electric ash discharge ball valve 
Main products 

Model: XHQ947F-2.5  6                       Suitable temperature: ≤300℃
DN: DN200-DN600                              Suitable medium: coal powder, coal ash, slag, slurry, solid particles



 Features:
   Compact structure, reliable sealing, simple structure, 
convenient maintenance, sealing surface and spherical 
surface often in closed state, not easy to be corroded 
by medium, easy to operate and maintain.

Model: XHQ947F-2.5  6
DN: DN200-DN600
Suitable temperature: ≤350℃
Suitable medium: Dry powder solid particles

Main products 

Electric ash discharge ball valve 

 suitable for water and solvent, 
Acid, natural gas and other 
general working medium, but 
also suitable for poor working 
conditions, such as oxygen, 
hydrogen peroxide, methane 
and ethylene, and so on, have 
been widely used in various 
industries.
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Round electric (pneumatic, manual) ventilation butterfly 

  High quality alloy steel welding has features of small volume, light 
weight, wear resistance, long life, small resistance and large cross 
section, flexible opening and closing.

Main products 

Model: DF3/6/941W-1C
DN: DN100-DN3800
PN: 0.1 Mpa
Suitable temperature: ≤400℃
Suitable medium: air, dusty gas

widely used in 
metallurgy, building 
materials, 
petrochemical, light 
industry and other 
industrial pipelines, for 
opening and closing, 
automatic regulation 
or remote control flow 
rate of gas, semi-fluid, 
dust gas and other 
mediums.
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Features: 
1. New, reasonable design, unique structure, light weight, 
quick opening and closing.
 2. Small operating torque, easy operation and labor-
saving dexterity. 
3. Adopt suitable materials to meet low, medium and 
high medium temperature and corrosive mediums.
      The sealing ring of ventilation butterfly valve use 
same material as body and its applicable temperature is 
determined by material selection of valve body. It is 
generally suitable for pipelines with medium of sand 
cold air or hot air in industrial, metallurgical and 
environmental protection projects to regulate flow or 
cut off medium. 

Main products 
Ventilation butterfly valve

Model: DF941W-1C
DN: DN200-DN3000
PN: 0.1 Mpa
Suitable temperature: ≤350℃
Suitable medium: air, dusty gas



Features:
 Tri-eccentric structure, less wear, steady sealing performance. 
 Metal seated with elastic seal advantage under low temperature and 
high temperature, corrosion resistance, long service life. 
 Disc sealing surface use cemented carbide, which is wear resistance, 
long service life.
  Large size butterfly disc adopts truss structure of high strength, 
large flow area and low flow resistance. 
  Bi-direction sealing function, can be installed in any direction 
without the limitation of medium flow and space position. 
  The drive device can be installed in multiple positions (rotation of 
90 °or 180 °) for easy use.

      Manual flanged metal seated butterfly valves are widely used in 
thermal pipelines, boiler auxiliary systems, petrochemical and 
metallurgical industries to cut off and regulate various non-
corrosive and corrosive medium.

Worm gear operated ventilation butterfly valve
Main products 

Model: DF341W-1C
DN: DN150-DN3000
PN: 0.1 Mpa
Suitable temperature: ≤200℃
Suitable medium: air, dusty gas
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       The manual butterfly valve is used in dust-bearing cold 
wind or hot air pipelines of chemical, building, power station, 
glass and other industries as control device to regulate flow 
rate or cut off gas medium. 

Main products 

Handle operated ventilation butterfly valve

Model: DF41W-1C    leakage ≤3%
DN: DN50-DN800
PN: 0.1 Mpa
Suitable temperature: ≤300℃
Suitable medium: air, dusty gas

  It is installed in 
pipelines with 
medium 
temperature ≤ 300 
℃ and nominal 
pressure of 0.1 Mpa 
to connect, open or 
close or adjust 
medium. The valve 
should be generally 
installed 
horizontally in the 
pipelines.      



    The sealing ring of ventilation butterfly valve use same material as 
body and its applicable temperature is determined by material 
selection of valve body. Its nominal pressure ≤ 0.6MPa and generally 
suitable for industrial, metallurgical, environmental protection 
pipelines to regulate medium flow.。Features：
1. New, reasonable design, unique structure, light weight, quick 
opening and closing.
2. Small operating torque, easy operation and labor-saving. 
3. Adopt suitable materials to meet different medium temperature 
and corrosive medium. 
4, The valve can be made according to customer's request (please 
indicate the angle in the contract when not horizontal installed). 
    Manual ventilation butterfly valve is made of steel plate welded 
structure, it has the characteristics of small size, light weight and 
easy installation, and it will not be affected by high temperature 
expansion because of its small flow resistance and large flux. Its drive 
torque is small, the switch is very flexible, and so it is very convenient 
to operate.

Main products 

Manual butterfly valve

Model: DF341W-1C
DN: DN150-DN3000
PN: 0.1 Mpa
Suitable temperature: ≤200℃
Suitable medium: air, dusty gas
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Hydraulic butterfly valve

      Hydraulic butterfly valve is widely used in blast furnace 
gas pipeline system in metallurgical industry to prevent gas 
from backfire inside the pipe. In the power industry, in order 
to prevent the sudden reduction of the pressure in the steam 
turbine when the turbine unit is shedding load, the steam in 
the exhaust pipe and the heater is poured into the steam 
turbine, resulting in a vicious accident of breaking the 
turbine blade and damaging the turbine generator. Here the 
valve is used for emergency cutting off. When the system is 
in dangerous condition, the emergency valve can be 
implemented within 0.5 seconds to realize the reliable cut-off 
of the pipeline. Effectively prevent steam and condensate 
water from pouring back at the rear of steam turbine and 
protect the safety of steam turbine unit

Main products 

Model: D741W
DN: DN200-DN2000
Suitable temperature: ≤200℃
Suitable medium: water, air, dusty gas
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Features：
1. The valve is mainly composed of valve, hydraulic station, fast closing 
actuator, PLC intelligent electronic control box and special stroke 
feedback device, etc.
2. The fine finishing pinion-and-rack hydraulic actuator is compact in 
structure, stable in operation, safe and reliable; 
3. PLC intelligent electrical control system is of high degree of 
automation, remote, local control system; 
4. Adopts international famous brand automation components, 
making superior product performance, reliable quality.  
5. The valve normal opening and closing power source is generally 
provided by the matching hydraulic pump station, also can come from 
the steam turbine main engine hydraulic station.
6. The system power supply is 380 v, the control power supply is 
AC220V、DC220V、DC110V and other power supply grades; 
7. Adopts tri-eccentric multi-layer metal seated butterfly valve of high 
temperature resistance, flexible opening and closing, easy and reliable 
sealing

Main products 

Hydraulic butterfly valve

Model: D741W
DN: DN200-DN2000
Suitable temperature: ≤200℃
Suitable medium: water, air, dusty gas
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Manual ventilation BFV
Main products 

Model: DF341W-1C
DN: DN150-DN3000
PN: 0.1 Mpa
Suitable temperature: ≤200℃
Suitable medium: air, dusty gas
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High temperature flue gas valve
Main products 

Model: DFG941W-1C/P
DN: DN150-DN2000
PN: 0.1 Mpa
Suitable temperature: ≤1500℃
Suitable medium: air, dusty gas
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Main products 

Model: SDFG941W-1C/P
Size: 120x120 - 3000x3000
PN: 0.1 Mpa
Suitable temperature: ≤1500℃
Suitable medium: air, dusty gas

High temperature flue gas valve
     Suitable for high temperature gas (gas, 
air, flue gas, etc.) pipeline system in 
metallurgy, mining, cement, medicine, 
chemical industry, power generation, urban 
heating and other industries, used as 
opening and closing equipment
     The metal composite seal ring surface 
seal structure is adopted, the sealing effect 
is good, and the sealing test can achieve the 
conventional non-visible leakage.
Adopt integral welding structure, which has 
the advantages of small volume, light 
weight, convenient maintenance and so on.
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Worm gear operated rectangle ventilation valve

   Manual rectangular shutter valve is a reliable 
equipment for regulating, opening/ closing air, flue gas, 
dust gas and combustible gas

Main products 

Model: DF341W-1C
Size: 120x120 - 6000x6000
PN: 0.1 Mpa
Suitable temperature: -20℃-350℃
Suitable medium: air, dusty gas



   The valve can be combined with various actuators to form 
valves of different performance, with more blades, less noise, 
light weight, small operating torque, large flow capacity, 
convenient operation, the valve is especially suitable for 
large diameter, large flow rate and low pressure difference 
conditions.

Main products 

Worm gear operated rectangle ventilation valve

Model: DF341W-1C
Size: 120x120 - 6000x6000
PN: 0.1 Mpa
Suitable temperature: -20℃-350℃
Suitable medium: air, dusty gas

Widely used in 
metallurgy, 
mining, 
building 
materials, 
chemical, power 
plant and other 
industries.
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Rectangular desulphurization, denitration single blade valve
    Rectangular single blade valve is a reliable equipment for 
regulating,  open/closing air,  f lue gas,  dust gas and 
combustible gas. It can be used as ventilating valve in 
dedusting pipelines. It has the advantages of light weight, 
small flow resistance, simple structure and flexible starting. It 
can be combined with various actuators to form valves of 
different performances. The design of the electric rectangular 
shutter valve is novel, the regulating plate adopts multi-axis, 
and multi-blade type makes the airflow even, enjoying small 
flow resistance, easy adjustment, and flexible operation of  
parts, small friction coefficient, wear resistance, and good 
corrosion resistance. Electric rectangular shutter valve is easy 
to operate, especially suitable for large diameter, large flow 
rate, and low pressure difference, and are widely used in 
metallurgical, mining, building materials, chemical, power 
plant and other industrial sectors.

Main products 

Model: DF945W-0.5CB K
Size: DN200-DN2800
PN: 0.05 Mpa
Suitable temperature: -35℃-350℃
Suitable medium: air, dusty gas
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Stainless  steel gate valve
       The valve adopts whole frame of  welded stainless steel and 
rubber elastic seal. light weight, good sealing, and convenient 
maintenance. Widely used in waterworks, sewage plants, irrigation, 
drainage, oil, chemical, environmental protection, electric power, 
small reservoir and other projects as medium flow regulation and 
control of water level.
Stainless steel gate advantages;
1.Adopting base plate welded with reinforcement molding, weight 
is light.
2.Sealing adopts hollow rubber strip, guarantees the sealing 
reliability. 
3.Adopts pinch-off seal by wedge-shaped block, ensure easy, light 
operation of gate during the process of switching. 
4. Rubber sealing ring is replaceable, easy repair and maintain.
5.Select various installation methods according to site conditions.

Main products 

Model: GF945W-0.5CB K
Size: 200*200-2000*2000
Suitable temperature: -35℃-300℃
Suitable medium: powder, particles, 
crystals,granules and small pieces of material 

    Stainless steel gate, cast iron inlaid copper square gate, cast iron 
inlaid copper round gate, stainless steel rubber sealing gate, etc
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Ceramic lined valve

   Ceramic lined valves used in the chemical, coal, petroleum 
and other adverse environment where metal valves can no 
longer adapt to high wear, strong corrosion and other adverse 
conditions, mainly reflecting that metal valve is easy leakage, 
high torque and poor sealing surface corrosion resistance. 
    Ceramic lined valves use high performance structural 
ceramics, it has good self-cleaning, super wear resistance, 
strong corrosion resistance, strong self-lubricity, long service 
life, wide use environment, especially suitable for use in 
chemical industry. It can greatly improve the fluency and 
sealing of industrial pipeline system. Improving the safety and 
stability of the supporting equipment operation system will 
play a positive role in promoting environmental protection 
and energy saving. The structure ceramic material has less 
variant, high tensile strength, high compressive strength and 
high hardness.

Main products 

Model: BTC3/6/947W-2.5/6
Size: DN50-DN300
Suitable temperature: -35℃-300℃
Suitable medium: Corrosive, mixture liquid, etc 
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Fluorine lined valve

      Fluorine lined valve also known as fluoroplastic lining corrosion 
resistance valve, The use of polytetrafluoroethylene resin to be 
molded (or embedded) into the inner wall of a steel or iron valve 
bearing part  or surface of valve inner parts. Make use of its unique 
performance in strong corrosion resistance to make various valves 
and pressure vessels. Mainly used in flue gas treatment system of 
desulphurization and denitrification.
      Fluorine lined valve has the dual functions of switch and flow 
regulation, it can conveniently open and close the gas flow without 
affecting the flow rate and ensure the repeatability of the flow rate. 
Slow opening reduces the impact of instantaneous pipeline pressure 
on the meter to prolong service life. Fluorine lined valve is specially 
used to control corrosive or strong corrosive medium. It is suitable 
for different working temperature and fluid pipeline. It has the 
characteristics of high strength and good corrosion resistance.

Main products 

Model: DFL3/6/947W-2.5/6
Size: DN50-DN600
Suitable temperature: -35℃-200℃
Suitable medium: Corrosive, mixture liquid, etc 
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Pneumatic ball valve
    Pneumatic ball valve works by rotating the valve ball to make 
the valve open or close. It features light operation, small 
volume, large size, reliable sealing, simple structure, easy 
maintenance. Its sealing surface and spherical surface often in 
closed state, not easy to be eroded by the media, widely used 
in various industries
     Pneumatic ball valves are mainly used in pipelines to quickly 
cut off, distribute and change the flow direction of the medium.
 Features: 
1. Low flow resistance .The resistance coefficient is equal to 
pipe of the same length. 
2. Simple structure, small size and light weight.
3. Compact and reliable, plastic are widely used for ball valve 
sealing surface, good sealing and has been widely used in 
vacuum system. 
4. Convenient operation, quick opening and closing, 90 
°rotation from full opening to full closing, convenient for long 
distance control.

Main products 

Model: Q641F-6/10/16
Size: DN15-DN1000
Suitable temperature: -20℃-150℃
Suitable medium: Water, steam, oil, etc 



5, Easy to maintain, simple structure, sealing ring is generally 
unfixed, easy to remove and replace. 
6. When the valve is completely open or closed, the sealing 
surface of the ball and valve seat is isolated from the medium, it 
will not cause the valve seal surface to erode. 
7, Wide range of application, can be used from several 
millimeters to several meters, from high vacuum to high pressure. 
8. The power source is gas, generally 0.2-0.8mpa pressure, 
relatively safe.  
9, Compared with manual or worm gear operated ball valves, 
pneumatic ball valves can be produced in large diameter to DN 
1200.
       Pneumatic ball valves have been widely used in petroleum, 
chemical industry, power generation, paper making, atomic 
energy, aviation, rocket and other departments, as well as 
people's daily life

Main products 

Pneumatic ball valve

Model: Q641F-6/10/16
Size: DN15-DN1000
Suitable temperature: -20℃-150℃
Suitable medium: Water, steam, oil, etc 
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   Electric ball valves are widely used in petroleum, gas, 
chemical and water treatment industries and cooling water 
systems of thermal power stations.
Features:
1. Simple structure, cost saving.
2. small volume, light weight, small installation size, small 
driving torque, easy operation and quick operation.
3. Can be quickly opened and closed with only 90 °rotation. 
4. Has good flow regulation function and sealing characteristics.            
    Electric ball valve has two kinds of sealing types: elastic 
sealing and metal sealing. Sealing ring of elastic sealing valve 
can be inlayed on the valve body or attached around valve disc. 
Valves with metal sealing generally have longer service life 
than those with elastic sealing, but it is difficult to make 
complete seal. Metal seal can adapt to higher working 
temperature, elastic seal has limitation of temperature. 
   

Main products 
Electric ball valve

Model: Q941F-6/10/16
Size: DN15-DN1000
Suitable temperature: -20℃-150℃
Suitable medium: Water, steam, oil, etc 



      The commonly used electric ball valve has two 
kinds of wafer electric ball valve and flange electric 
ball valve. The wafer electric ball valve is connected 
with pipes by double head bolts between pipe 
flanges, the flange electric ball valve is connected 
with pipe flanges respectively between each valve 
end and pipe flange by bolts. The strength 
performance of a valve means that the valve is 
affected by the pressure of the medium. Valves are 
mechanical products subject to internal pressure 
and therefore must be of sufficient strength and 
stiffness to ensure long-term use without breaking 
or deforming. It is usually used to remote control 
the opening and closing of pipeline medium.

Main products 
Electric ball valve

Model: Q941F-6/10/16
Size: DN15-DN1000
Suitable temperature: -20℃-150℃
Suitable medium: Water, steam, oil, etc 
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    Hydraulic ball valve is suitable for water, oil, natural gas, 
drilling fluid and other medium transportation pipelines as 
opening and closing device. Hydraulic ball valve is composed 
of hydraulic device and ball valve. The hydraulic device drives 
valve stem to rotate valve ball and chieves opening and closing. 
Main features:
1, Valve ball and body are made of high-quality stainless steel 
with good anti-corrosion performance.
2, Adopts metal sealing structure, can meet with drilling mud 
medium environment. 
3, Hydraulic device has small volume, can satisfy the narrow 
installation environment. 
4, Torque is large, can meet the requirements of the hydraulic 
control table with BOP.

Main products 
Hydraulic ball valve

Model: Q741F-6/10/16
Size: DN15-DN1000
Suitable temperature: -20℃-150℃
Suitable medium: Water, steam, oil, etc 
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Hydraulic push rod ball valve
     Hydraulic ball valves are widely used in petroleum refining, long-
distance pipelines, chemical, paper making, water conservancy, 
power, municipal, steel, vacuum system and other industries.
Advantages: 
1. Small fluid resistance, full port ball valve basically has no flow 
resistance. 
2. Simple structure, small size and light weight. 
3. Compact and reliable. two sealing faces and various plastics 
sealing rings can achieve complete sealing. 4. Convenient operation, 
quick opening and closing, 90 °rotation from full opening to full 
closing, convenient for long distance control.
5. Convenient maintenance, ball valve structure is simple, sealing 
ring is generally replaceable, and disassembly and replacement are 
more convenient.
6. When the valve is completely open or closed, the sealing surface 
of the ball and seat is isolated from the medium, and when the 
medium passes, it will not cause erosion of the sealing surface of 
the valve. 
7. Wide range of application, can be used from several millimeters 
to several meters, from high vacuum to high pressure.
8. The ball valve has wiping property and can be used in the 
medium with suspended solid particles.

Main products 

Model: QPR741F-6/10/16
Size: DN15-DN1000
Suitable temperature: -20℃-150℃
Suitable medium: Water, steam, oil, etc 
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Hydraulic push rod ball valve

1, Valve ball and body are made of high-quality stainless 
steel with good anti-corrosion performance.
2, Adopts metal sealing structure, can meet with drilling 
mud medium environment. 
3, Hydraulic device has small volume, can satisfy the 
narrow installation environment. 
4, Torque is large, can meet the requirements of the 
hydraulic control table with BOP.

Main products 

Model: QPR741F-6/10/16
Size: DN15-DN1000
Suitable temperature: -20℃-150℃
Suitable medium: Water, steam, oil, etc 
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Electric eccentric half ball valve

   Electric eccentric half ball valve is a kind of valve which is opened and 
closed by the ball rotating around the center line of the valve body.
   Ball valves are used in pipelines primarily to cut off, distribute or 
change the flow direction of medium.

Main products 

Model: BQF941W(H, M, M1)-16/25/40
DN: DN30-DN1400
Suitable temperature: ≤425℃
Suitable medium: Natural gas, gas, LPG, oil, 
coal powder, alumina powder
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Features: Small fluid resistance and the resistance coefficient is 
equal to pipe of the same length, simple structure, small volume 
and light weight. Sealing is reliable, convenient operation, quick 
opening and closing, 90 °rotation from full opening to full 
closing, convenient for long distance control. Maintenance is 
convenient, ball valve structure is simple, sealing ring is generally 
replaceable, and disassembly and replacement are more 
convenient.  Less erosion of the sealing surface. Wide range of 
application..
   Suitable for sewage 
treatment, pulp, alumina, 
urban heating and heating 
with strict requirements and 
suitable for pipelines of power 
plant, hydraulic slag removal 
or gas transportation.

Main products 
Electric eccentric half ball valve

Model: BQF941W(H, M, M1)-16/25/40
DN: DN30-DN1400
Suitable temperature: ≤425℃
Suitable medium: Natural gas, gas, LPG,
 oil, coal powder, alumina powder
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Electric full ball valve

   It is mainly used to cut off or connect the medium in the 
pipeline, and can also be used in the regulation and control 
of fluid. 
   Q941F-25C electric full ball valve is fixed mounted 
(trunnion type) and does not move under pressure. 
Trunnion type ball valve has floating valve seat which moves 
against medium pressure and tightly press on the ball to 
ensure sealing. It has small operating torque and suitable 
for high pressure and large diameter valves. In order to 
reduce the operating torque of the ball valve and increase 
the reliability of the sealing, lubricating oil can form a layer 
of oil film, enhance the sealing ability, reduce the operating 
torque. The advantages of electric ball valve are suitable for 
the process and fluid control system with large pressure 
difference and strict sealing requirements.

Main products 

Model: Q941F-16/25/40
DN: DN30-DN1400
Suitable temperature: ≤425℃
Suitable medium: Natural gas, gas, LPG, oil, 
coal powder, alumina powder
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Manual flashboard valve
     Advantages: simple structure, flexible operation, light weight, no 
blocking and fast cutting. It is especially suitable for conveying and 
flow regulation of all kinds of powder and granular grains less than 
$5mm. It is easy to operate and can adjust opening degree at any 
time. It is widely used in the pipelines of dust flow control in 
metallurgical, mining, building materials and other industries. It is the 
ideal equipment for controlling the flux which change greatly and 
require quick opening and closing.
 1. Check the valve cavity and sealing surface before installation, dirt 
or sand attachment are not allowed;
2. The bolts at each connecting position are required to be tightened 
evenly; 
3. Check packing and compress tightly, not only to ensure the sealing 
of the packing, but also to ensure flexible opening of the gate; 
4. Before installing the valve, the user must check the valve type, 
connection size and pay attention to the flow direction of the 
medium to ensure consistency with the valve requirements; 
5. Gate valve must be maintained regularly, no arbitrary collision and 
extrusion, so as not to affect the sealing.

Main products 

Model: F41X/H-6/10/16
DN: 200*200-1200*1200
Suitable temperature: ≤300℃
Suitable medium: Powder, crystal, particles.
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         Manual gate valve is often used with discharge device or 
storage bin. Manual screw gate valve is easy to install with flange 
connection, and there are square and round inlet and outlet which 
has dozens of specifications according to sizes. It is widely used in 
metallurgy and carbon. Chemical, building materials and other 
industries. Manual gate valve has the advantages of simple and 
compact structure, reasonable design, reliable sealing, light and 
flexible operation, small volume, smooth passage, small resistance, 
easy installation and easy disassembly. Manual screw gate valve can 
be installed horizontally or vertically. It has the characteristics of 
anti-wear, long life and automatic compensation.

Main products 

Manual flashboard valve

Model: F41X/H-6/10/16
DN: 200*200-1200*1200
Suitable temperature: ≤300℃
Suitable medium: Powder, crystal, particles.
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Pneumatic flashboard valve 

    Pneumatic flashboard valve  is a kind of main control 
equipment for conveying, regulating or cutting off material flow of 
powder, grain, particle and small material. It is widely used in 
metallurgy, mine, building materials, and chemical industry and so 
on for control of material flow regulation or cutting.
    Pneumatic  flashboard valve  valve has simple structure, flexible 
operation, light weight, no card group, especially suitable for all 
kinds of solid materials, 50mm or so, mass material transportation 
and flow regulation, installation without angle restrictions, easy 
operation, The ability to adjust opening at any time, etc.

Main products 

Model: F641X/H-6/10/16
DN: 200*200-1200*1200
Suitable temperature: ≤300℃
Suitable medium: Powder, crystal, particles.
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  Electric gate valve adopts top entry structure, reduces the connecting 
bolt on valve body under the condition of high pressure and large diameter, 
enhances the reliability of valve and overcomes the influence of system 
weight on the normal operation of valve.

     Electric gate valve is widely 
used in pipelines of coal 
chemical, petrochemical, 
rubber, paper, pharmaceutical, 
etc. as a switching device for 
medium diversion or flow, is a 
main control equipment for  
splitting flow/interflow or 
conveyance of granular and 
small materials.

Main products 

Electric flashboard valve 

Model: F941X/H-6/10/16
DN: 200*200-1200*1200
Suitable temperature: ≤300℃
Suitable medium: Powder, crystal, particles.
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Manual gate valve       Manual gate valve gate moves vertically along the seat axis to realize the opening 
and closing action. The main advantages of the gate valve are smooth passage, low fluid 
resistance and small opening and closing torque. The main disadvantage is that the 
sealing surface is easy to scratch, the opening and closing time is longer, the shape and 
weight of the gate valve are large
     Gate valves are widely used in pipes and are suitable for manufacturing large-
diameter valves. Gate valves are usually used to cut off fluid and should not be used to 
regulate flow.

Features:
1. Compact structure, reasonable design, good 
rigidity, smooth passage, small flow coefficient. 
2. Sealing surface is made of stainless steel and 
cemented carbide with long service life. 
3. Novel design, reasonable, reliable sealing, light 
and flexible operation. 
4.  Suitable materials  are used to meet the 
temperature of different medium.

Main products 

Model: DZ43X/H-6/10
DN: DN150-DN900
Suitable temperature: 80℃-425℃
Suitable medium: Pulp, sewage, coal 
pulp, ash and slag mixture.
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Electric gate valve
      Driving part of the product adopts multi-rotary electric actuator to drive 
and control the opening and closing of the valve. The operator can remote 
control the valve inside a control room or manually operate the valve on 
site. Also can cooperate with the computer to realize the computer 
automatic control. The valves are widely used in drainage, heating, power 
plant, chemical, food, paper, pharmaceutical, coal, mining industries, 
meeting the automation requirements of modern industry and agriculture. 

     Electric gate valve 
is a straight line 
operation valve, it is 
compatible with the Z 
type multi-rotary 
actuator and have 
on/off type and 
intelligent type

Main products 

Model: DZ943X/H-6/10
DN: DN150-DN500
Suitable temperature: 80℃-425℃
Suitable medium: Pulp, sewage, coal 
pulp, ash and slag mixture.
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      Electric gate valve is very simple to operate and is one of the 
most common on/off valves, which use Up and down operation 
of the gate to connect and close the fluid medium in the 
pipeline. Optional electrical controller available
Characteristics of electric double flange gate valve
1. Fast opening and closing, stable and reliable, high degree of 
automation. 
2. Installation height and position are not limited. 
3. Adopting explosion-proof electric device can work normally 
in flammable and explosive, even poisonous gas environment. 
4. Equipped with manual operation unit, in case of power 
interruption, manually operate to open or close valves for 
effective control of medium to prevent accidents

Main products 

Model: DZ943X/H-6/10
DN: DN150-DN500
Suitable temperature: 80℃-425℃
Suitable medium: Pulp, sewage, coal 
pulp, ash and slag mixture.

Electric gate valve
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Pneumatic knife gate valve
    The pneumatic gate valve is composed of complex automatic control 
instruments, various pneumatic components and valve body. Often used where 
quick cutting and opening is required. 
Double acting, Two-bit control for valve opening and closing. 
Single action, (spring reset); valve automatically opens or closes when electric 
circuit or gas circuit is cut off or fail.
Scope of application: 
1. Oil, natural gas pipeline. Flat gate valves with diversion holes also facilitate 
pipeline cleaning. 
2. Pipeline and storage equipment for oil products. 
3. Oil, natural gas drilling wellhead devices, that is, Christmas tree valves. 
4. Pipes with suspended particles in the medium. 
5. City gas transmission pipeline. 
6. Public waterworks.
Optional accessories: 
1. Single or double-controlled solenoid valves (24v / 220v etc., optional 
explosion-proof solenoid valves if necessary). 
2. Proximity switch. 
3. Gas source handling triplex (including pressure reducing valve, filter valve, oil 
mist) 
4, Electric / gas valve positioner (regulating type)

Main products 

Model: DZ643X/H-6/10
DN: DN150-DN500
Suitable temperature: 80℃-
425℃
Suitable medium: Pulp, 
sewage, coal pulp, ash and 
slag mixture.
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Manual knife gate valve

     Manual knife gate valve has simple and compact structure, 

reasonable design, light and saving material, reliable sealing, light 

operation, flexible operation, small volume, smooth passage, 

small flow resistance, light weight, easy installation and 

disassemble. It can work normally at working pressure of 1.0Mpa-

2.5Mpa and temperature of -29-650 ℃. The knife gate valve has 

the function of shearing, scraping the adhesive on the sealing 

surface, removing sundries automatically, and stainless steel gate 

can prevent the seal leakage caused by corrosion. Generally the 

valve should be installed horizontally in the pipeline. 

      Knife gate valve can be divided into electric knife gate valve, 

manual knife gate valve, hydraulic knife gate valve, etc. Users can 

customize according to their needs.

Main products 

Model: (M)DZ73X/F/H/Y-6/10/16
DN: DN50-DN900
Suitable temperature: 80℃-425℃
Suitable medium: Syrup, pulp, sewage, 
coal pulp, ash and slag mixture.
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Double flange type loose sleeve 
force transfer telescopic device   Dismountable double flanged loose sleeve force conveyer/joint are widely 

used in pipelines of petroleum, chemical, food and medicine, textile, 

papermaking, hydropower, ships, water supply and drainage industries for 

medium of corrosive, non-corrosive gases, liquids, etc. Connection of semi-

fluid and solid granular Powder.

   It Is composed of loose sleeve expansion joint, short pipe flange, force 

transfer screw, etc.

Main products 

Model:VSSJAF-6/10/16
DN: DN65-DN4000
Suitable temperature: ≤135℃
Suitable medium: water, sea water, oil, 
acid, alkali.

   It can transfer the pressure-

thrust (blind plate force) of the 

connecting parts and 

compensate the line deviation, 

and has a certain amount of 

adjustment, which is convenient 

for site adjustment in actual 

construction environment.
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Features of expansion joints

Advantages of converyers:
1. Simple and convenient installation, which is beneficial to 
the disassembly and maintenance of the pump and valve. 
2. Long service life, stable operation. 
3. The axial thrust of the pipeline can be transferred back to 
the whole pipeline to avoid local compression.
Installation brief description of dismountable double flanged 
loose sleeve force conveyer
1. CC₂ F type dismountable double flanged loose sleeve 
force conveyer is suitable for flange connection on both 
sides. 
2. The products have been assembled before delivery, just 
need to connect the two ends of the product to the pipes or 
flanges and symmetrically tighten the nuts evenly.

Main products 

Model:VSSJAF-6/10/16
DN: DN65-DN4000
Suitable temperature: ≤135℃
Suitable medium: water, sea water, oil, 
acid, alkali.
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SINCERELY WELCOME 
YOUR COOPERATION 


